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Bribing the Knowledge Worker?
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5 June 2011
Knowledge workers cannot be motivated by bribing them, but have to be turned from
employees to real partners. Read about the logic behind that and a real world success story.
Summary
Peter Drucker pointed out that the performance of the new knowledge-based industries will
depend very much on being able to attract, hold and motivate knowledge workers and
knowledge technologists. Turns out that this cannot be done by bribing them with bonuses
and stock options, but that they have to be turned from employees to real partners. This
article explains the logic behind this and briefly outlines a real world success story on how
employees have been turned into real partners.
Context
Turning employees into real partners may simply mean to give the power to the people who
deserve it. Since capital is not anymore the key resource in the knowledge economy, but
knowledge, it should be only natural that the power also flows from those who hold capital
to those who hold the knowledge and expertise to make organizations successful.
Classic knowledge driven businesses such as management consultancies and law-firms have
known and applied this principle for decades/centuries. People (apart from those who just
want a brief career- & cv-boost and then quickly move on) don’t join major consultancies or
law firms just for the financial rewards, but to have a career as a professional and eventually
become a partner with the resulting status, social recognition and social power. Also, the real
financial rewards only come with being a partner and owner of the business, before that –
even if you are paid a good salary – you don’t really participate fully in the value you create.
(That’s part of the system and the senior partners were here before those who joined the
organization at later stages and created the system for the junior partners to move in. It
actually works very much like the medieval craftman’s shop.)
Drucker also noted that today, most corporations are still trying to maintain the traditional
mind-set, in which capital is the key resource and the one who controls the capital is the
boss, while bribing knowledge workers to be content to remain employees by giving them
bonuses and stock options. This approach is very likely to be not sustainable, since even if it
can work in the first place for some time, which I seriously doubt, because knowledge
workers work for recognition & power and only at a secondary level for money, it cannot
work in the long run.
There are two key reasons for this.
First, every stock market downturn (and history shows that the next downturn is always
around the corner...) will wipe out the value of all of these stock options and demotivate all
those who counted on them for a prosperous future.
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Second, if the development of the Industrial Revolution in the 19th century provides us with
any useful patterns to recognize, the next major industries that are going to result from the
big technological leaps we are likely to make in the coming 10 years, are probably going to
behave far more like traditional „old economy“ industries in the 19th century, that took years
of painful hard work to establish themselves. Therefore stock options will simple not create
financial value fast enough, and even if there was plenty of money around to give abundant
bonuses, this will not be enough to bribe knowledge workers and knowledge technologists
to contribute 15 or 20 years of their precious lives to building someone else’s business.
Key Innovations
Employee ownership is one of the most powerful tools to turn employees into real partners.
A company that has impressively demonstrated the merits of this approach since 1983 is
Springfield ReManufacturing Corp. (SRC) (www.srcreman.com), a company of SRC
Holdings Corporation (http://srcholdings.com/).
On their website SRC states: „SRC is an employee owned company. We embrace "Open
Book Management" as pioneered by our founder and CEO Jack Stack (author of the Great
Game of Business). We have a stake in the outcome. This is what makes our approach to
business revolutionary.“
In a 2009 interview in Inc. Magazine the CEO of SRC Jack Stack said: „Personally, I don’t
think we could have come this far if I owned 100 percent of the company. ... I just believed
from the very beginning that the employees create the value.“
Of course there is more to it than just employee ownership to make this work. SRC Holdings
website: „In 1983 ... Stack knew something drastic had to be done to keep the business
from folding. The solution ... turn business into a game. This new approach to running a
company was called Open-Book Management and was later coined “The Great Game of
Business”. Through using this approach, SRC has become a thriving company...“
Beyond the company websites mentioned above, the approach underlying the success of
SRC – including the critical step of employee ownership - is decribed on the website of The
Great Game of Business (http://greatgame.com) that was initiated by Jack Stack. On this
website there are also numerous case studies of successful companies applying the
principles of „The Great Game of Business“.
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